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Abstract
A disadvantage in error diffusion is that it creates objectionable texture
patterns at certain gray levels. An approach, threshold perturbation by
Fibonacci-like sequences, was studied. This process is simpler than applying
a vision model and it also decreases the visible patterns in error diffusion.
Vector error diffusion guaranteesminimum color distance in binarization
provided that a uniform color space is used. Four color spaces were studied
in this research. It was found that vector error diffusion in two linear color
spaces made no reduction in the quality ofhalftoning compared with that in
CIEL*a*b* or CIEL*u*v* color spaces.
A luminance vision MTF and a chroma visionMTF were used in model-based
error diffusion to further improve the halftone image quality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the invention of photolithography nearly 200 years ago, it has been the goal of
printers to reproduce all the detail and tonal rendition of full color imagery. By the late
1800's, the crossline screen (a series of fine lines inscribed on a glass plate) became the
method of choice for accomplishing this task. Halftones were created by imaging through
this screen and a spacer onto a piece of high contrast film. The screen and spacer acted to
diffract light to localized spots which exposed the film, thus producing small or large dots
depending on the light intensity at each spot. The resulting halftone was contacted to a
plate for printing. This was the first practical method for rendering tonal gradations and
was one reason for the rise of lithography in commercial graphic arts[l.l].
In the 1920's the contact screen was developed. This invention simplified the process by
not requiring careful spacing and simultaneously gave better image quality. One great
success of the contact screen was the introduction of the elliptical dot. This reduced the
severity of tone discontinuities that occur in the midtones when dots begin to join.
By the mid 1970's, high resolution raster recorders using electronically modulated lasers
prompted the development of electronic dot generation techniques. Inexpensive computer
technology and imaging standards such as PostScript language have stimulated a push to
improve the quality of digital halftoning on less expensive imaging devices.
Digital halftoning is the process of converting a grayscale image into a binary (bilevel)
image. The goal in digital halftoning is to convert a "continuous
tone" image into a binary
image while maintaining the gray scale appearance of the image at normal reading
distance. This technique is widely employed in the printing and display of digital images.
The need for halftoning arises either because the physical processes involved are binary in
nature or the processes have been restricted to binary operations for reasons of cost,
speed, memory, or stability in the presence of process fluctuations[1.2]. Spatial
integration by the eye provides the appearance of a gray-level or
"continuous-tone"
image. Halftone techniques are readily extended to color images.
The main challenges for digital halftoning may be summarized as follows:
a) represent sufficient gray levels to prevent contouring and other quantization
artifacts;
b) preserve image detail and depress visual graininess;
c) prevent interference moire;
d) make conversion in a reasonable speed.
One widely used digital halftoning method is ordered dithering. The halftone gray levels
that can be represented depend on the dithering screen. The greater the dithering screen,
the more the printable reflectance levels. However, the greater the screen, the lower the
spatial resolution.
A halftone technique which is quite different from ordered dithering is error diffusion.
The most significant advantage of error diffusion is that detail is preserved because of the
one-to-one mapping of image pixels to printed dots [1.3]. A disadvantage is the texture
patterns that are created at certain density levels can be objectionable. However, these
can be made less obvious by incorporating a vision models into the calculation to perform
model-based error diffusion.
Sullivan [3.5] successfully applied a luminance vision model for improving the quality of
black and white images in error diffusion. The work in this thesis is the application of the
luminance vision model and color vision models for improving image quality in error
diffusion for color images. The influences of different color spaces in vector error
diffusion were also studied.
In Chapter 2, tone reproduction models for compensating the printer dot gain and halftone
color formations are introduced. In Chapter 3, basic halftoning techniques, ordered
dithering and error diffusion, are discussed. The color vision to be used in model-based
error diffusion for color images is introduced in Chapter 4. In this chapter, the
characteristics of several color spaces are also discussed, and a new color space is
developed. In Chapter 5, error diffusion using color vision models and different color
spaces discussed in Chapter 4 is studied. Another approach to decrease artifacts in error
diffusion is adding a small noise to the threshold value. The threshold perturbation by
Fibonacci-like sequences was also studied in Chapter 5. Discussion and conclusion
remarks are given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Tone Reproduction and Halftone Colorimetry
2.1 Introduction
Many current commercial image reproduction processes are operated in a binary printing
mode; that is, either a mark is made on the receiving substrate (e.g., ink laid down to
create black) or it is not. This is one of the traditional solutions to the gray or color scale
reproduction in printing. This technique is called the halftone process. The result of the
halftone process is that visual grays are generally produced by a regular assembly of dots.
The halftone pattern is generally sufficiently fine that the observer is not overly aware that
the gray/color perceived is actually composed of collection of black or color dots.
2.2 Tone ReproductionModels
Consider the case shown in Fig. 2.1.1 where a colored dot of uniform thickness x,
transmittance td, and areaA is printed on a base having reflectance rt,. The combined area
of the base and dot is / so that the base area is 1 - A. The incident light is assumed
normalized to unit intensity per unit area.
Base Dot
Fig. 2.1.1 Reflectance behavior of a halftone pattern according to the Murray-Davies model.
Assume that there exists no dot gain. The reflectance from the base area is
Rb=(l A) ib,
and the reflectance from the dot area is
Rd=Ard + A(l-rd)rbtd2.
The total reflectance, Rt, from the halftone unit area is given in Eq. (1)[2.1].
Rt = Rb + Rd = (l A)rb + Ard +A(l-rd)rbtd (2.1)
IfA = 0 (solid base), Rt = Rb = rb = R0.
IfA = 1 (solid color), R, = Rd = rd + (1 - rd) rb td = Rs. In general,
Rt = (l A)R0 + ARS (2.2a)
This is the Murray-Davies equation, first published in 1936. The Murray-Davies model is
valid only for zero dot gain behavior. The spectral equation can be written as
RA) = (1 A)Ro(A,) + ARs(X,), (2.2b)
where A, is the wavelength of the light.
To allow for the effects of dot gain, Yule and Nielsen developed a model in which they
arbitrarily incorporated a factor n characteristic of the base used. The Yule-Nielsen
equation is:
Rt1/n
= (1 - A)
R01/n
+ A Rs1/n, (2.3a)
and its corresponding spectral equation is:
Rt(A)1/n
= (l A)
R0(?i)1/n
+ A Rs1/n(X) (2.3b)
The improvement of accuracy by the Yule-Nielsen equation over the Murray-Davies
equation is due more to empirical smoothing than physical derivation. Experiments
usually fit n in the range 1-3.
2.3 Equations to Predict Colors
When individual colored areas are too small to be resolved by the unaided eye, we
perceive the color averaged over an appreciable area. We assume that imaginary colored
layers are piled up successively on paper. The reflectance of a cyan-magenta-yellow 3-
color halftone pattern[2.3], underNeugebauer's model, is
R(X,) = ap RP(A,) + ac RC(X) + am Rm(A,) + ay Ry(A,) + amy Rmy(X) +
a<;y RCy(A,) + acm Rcm(A) + ^cmy Rcmy(^) , (2.4)
where a suffix p, c, ..., cmy indicates each of eight element colors, and a, is the area ratio
of the area occupied by the i-th color of the eight elemental colors. These area ratios are:
ap = (l-c)(l-m)(l-y)
ac = c(l -m)(l -y)
ara =m(l -c)(l -y)
ay = y(l -c)(l -m)
ar =my(l-c) (2.5)
ag = cy (1 -m)
ab = c m (1 - y)
acmy = c m y
The CIE tristimulus values are obtained by integrations:
X = k$R(X)S(X)x(X)dX
Y = kJR(X)S(X)y(X)dX
Z = kj R(X)S(X)~z(X)dX
(2.6)
where S(k) is the relative spectral energy distribution of a light source, and k is a
constant:
k =
100
jS(X)y(X)dX
Consequently, Eq. (4) can be expressed as
Y = a. Y
yZj
+ a. Y
\Zj
+a Y
kZj
/v^ fv\
+ a.
X
Y
KZJ
+a
my
X
Y
fx^
+ a
cy
my yZj
+
cy
H-flr
'x^
yZj
rx^
+ a
any (2.7)
\Zj cmy
The reflectance of a 3-color halftone pattern using the Yule-Nielsen equation can be
written as below.
R(k)Vn
= ap
Rp(X)1/n
+ ac
Rc(k)l/a
+ am
Rm(X)1/n
+ ay
Ry(?i)1/n
+ amy
RmyQy-)l/n
+ acy
Rcy(?i)1/n
+ acm
Rcm(X)1/n
+ acmy
Rcray(?i)1/n (2.8)
The parameter n depends mainly on the properties of the paper, toners, printing process,
and printing resolution. The effect of the paper on the reproduction of color cannot be
overlooked for the improvement of color reproduction quality. The investigation of the
optical properties of paper remains an important problem to the high-quality image
reproduction technology.
2.4 Color Synthesis
In this section, the Neugebauer equation is used, i.e., dot gain is not considered.
According to Engeldrum's color synthesis model [2.4], the number of available colors in
a halftone cell is
(n + fc-1)!
Cnk=~
-' (2-9)"*
(n-l)\k\
where k is the number of pixels/halftone cell, and n is the number of possible colored
dots/pixel.
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For a four-color imaging system with the colorants cyan, magenta, yellow, and black,
there are eight possible colors per pixel, and we can compute the number of colors as a
function of the number pixels per halftone cell. The results are shown in Fig. 2.4.1. Note
the rapid increase in the number of available colors as halftone cell size is increased.
0)
n
E
3
C
I * 1 1 1
-
"
000000 -
8 colors/pixel
100000 - *
10000 -
4
1000 -
*
100 -
y^
10 -
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-i-cNco'tfujtot'H.coajOi-cMco^i-mto
pixels/halftone cell
Fig. 2.4.1 The number of colors that can be produced increase rapidly with the increase of
halftone cell or the number of color inks.
Since multiple dots/pixel increase the amount ofwater that must ultimately be removed
from the paper, it is of practical interest to consider color generation methods that
minimize colorant/area.
The total number of colors [2.4] that can be printed is:
11
cnk=e
(w + fc-l)! (n + k-2)\
(n-l)\k\
~
(n-2)\k\
+OLtZM (2.10)
(-3)!Jfc!
For a four-color per pixel system, n = 4, and
C4k = (k+1)3 (2.11)
On a 4-color/pixel printer, we have about 1000 colors to choose from in a 3 by 3 halftone
cell. Increasing the cell size to 4 by 4 gives about 5000 colors. However, increasing the
halftone cell will decrease the image resolution, which will be discussed in the following
chapter.
2.5 Discussion
Fig. 2.5.1 [2.2] is an example to compare the accuracy of the Neugebauer equation and
the Yule-Nielsen equation. The dot points are measured densities, the dashed line and the
solid line are curves calculated by Neugebauer equation and Yule-Nielsen equation with n
= 3, respectively. The figure shows that dot gain should be considered for accurate
prediction in practical circumstances. Ourmeasurements also show similar results.
The Yule-Nielsen equation is an empirical expression rather than a theoretical expression.
The n factor in the equation is decided by measurement. The Murray-Davies equation is
essentially an expression of energy conservation. Unfortunately, the actual world is not
12
perfect. The Murray-Davies equation cannot accurately predict the tone reproduction of a
halftone image with dot gain.
2.50
2.00
1.50
s
a
1.00 -
0.50
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100
dot area (%)
Fig. 2.5.1 Measured density versus dot area of a sample (black), and the relation calculated by
the Yule-Nielsen equation, setting the parameter n at 1.0 and at 3.0 [2.2].
The linear additivity of reflectance in the Murray-Davies model (Eq. 2.2) can be
preserved by modifying the model to account for non linear behavior of reflectance versus
dot area. This can be done by recognizing that Ro and Rs are not constants, but are
functions ofA [2.5].
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CHAPTER 3
Ordered Dithering and Error Diffusion
3.1 Additive andMultiplicative Halftoning
There exist two basic halftoning techniques, additive and multiplicative [3.1]. Halftoning
by contact screening, which has been used for many decades, is a multiplicative process.
Since multiplications take a longer time on a computer than additions, the additive
screening process is much in favor for digital halftoning.
3.2 Ordered Dithering
One widely used additive halftoning method is ordered dithering. Ordered dithering
techniques can be divided into clustered and dispersed-dot ordered dithering. The
dispersed dot ordered dither is visually preferred since the visual graininess is at higher
spatial frequencies to which human eye is less sensitive (this will be discussed in Chapter
4), but the clustered-dot dither must be used for those binary display devices whose
physical reconstruction functions cannot properly display isolated pixels. Clustered-dot
ordered dither is by far the most widely used halftoning technique [3.2].
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Ordered dither is a point operation, that is, the output depends only on the state of the
current pixel. If the screen is m by n pixels then there are (mn + 1) gray levels that the
screen can represent. The larger the screen, the larger the number of printable reflectance
levels. However, the larger the screen, the lower the image resolution. Another factor
influencing image quality is the screen angle. It is usually set to 45 degrees for black and
white halftoning since human eye is less sensitive at this angle. Both the 2-by-2 and the 4-
by-4 matrices used on this work are shown in Fig. 3.2. 1. They are dispersed dot screens.
0 1
2 3
(a)
0 8 2 10
12 4 14 6
3 11 1 9
15 7 13 5
(b)
Fig. 3.2.1 (a) a 2-by-2 screen for ordered dithering and (b) a 4-by-4 screen for ordered dithering.
Fig. 3.2.2 shows a gray-scale ramp halftoned by dispersed ordered dithering with different
screens, one with 2X2 matrix, and the other with 4X4 matrix, both with zero screen
angle. The halftone made by 4X4 screen results in more gray levels. The result of a test
image "Lena" is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. For small screens, the image resolution is higher,
but there are more contours or halftone artifacts.
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Fig. 3.2.2 (a) A gray-scale ramp halftoned by dispersed-dot ordered ditheringwith a
2X2 screen (see Fig. 3.2.1 (a))
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Fig. 3.2.2 (b) A gray-scale ramp halftoned by dispersed-dot ordered dithering with a
4X4 screen (see Fig. 3.2.1 (b))
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Fig. 3.2.3 (a) A test image "Lena" halftoned by dispersed-dot ordered ditheringwith
a 2X2 screen (see Fig. 3.2.1 (a)).
Fig. 3.2.3 (b) A test image "Lena" halftoned by dispersed-dot ordered ditheringwith
a 4X4 screen (see Fig. 3.2.1 (b)).
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3.3 Error Diffusion
A halftone technique which is quite different from the above-mentioned dithering
approach is the so-called error diffusion. The error diffusion algorithm, first introduced by
Floyd and Steinberg in 1975 [3.3] [3.4], requires neighborhood operations. A generic form
of this algorithm is illustrated graphically in Fig. 3.3.1.
r[ij]
<>
Error Filter
w[ij]
d[ij]e
y[ij]
Threshold h[ij]
Fig. 3.3.1 The error diffusion algorithm.
The error diffusion process works as follows:
a) read the pixel value at [i,j];
b) determine the closest value that can be printed;
c) print that value and compute the error which is the difference between what
was written and what was required;
d) allocate this error to surrounding pixels that have not been processed. The
errors are allocated and weighted according to the error filter.
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In Fig. 3.3.1, the original gray-scale image pixel value is r[i,j], the binary image h[i,j], the
error feedback d[i,j], then
[1 (white) y[i,j] > 0.5
h[i'j] = l0(black) y[i,j]<0.5
where y[i, j] = r[i, j] +X w[i> JMS - i,t j] = r[i, j] + w[i, j]*d[i, j] , s and t are the column
i.j
and row numbers of the image, and
d[i.j] = y[i.j]-h[i,j]. (3.2)
The halftone error is
e[i, j] = r[i, j] - h[i, j] = d[i, j] - w[i, j]*d[i, j] . (3.3)
The representation of the error in the frequency domain is
E[m,n] = (I W[m,n]) D[m,n], (3.4)
where E[m,n], W[m,n], and D[m,n] are the Fourier transforms of the error, the error-
diffusion filter, and the error feed-back, respectively [3.5]. The nature of this error is blue
noise which has visually pleasing properties [3.2]. Fig. 3.3.2 shows the halftoning results
of a gray-ramp by error diffusion algorithm with the Floyd and Steinberg error filter
(1975) [3.3] [3 .4] and Jarvis, Judice and Ninke filter (1976) [3.6] which are shown in Fig.
3.3.3. The error diffusion images of "Lena" are shown in Fig. 3.3.4.
19
Fig. 3.3.2 (a) The halftoning results of a gray-ramp by error diffusion algorithm with Floyd and
Steinberg error filter.
Fig. 3.3.2 (b) The halftoning results of a gray-ramp by error diffusion algorithm with Jarvis,
Judice and Ninke filter.
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,16,
0 0
3 5
(a)
V48y
0 0 0
3 5 7
13 5
(b)
7
5
3
Fig. 3.3.3 (a) Floyd and Steinberg error filter (1975) and (b) Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error filter
(1976).
Fig. 3.3.4 (a) The test images
"Lena" halftoning by Floyd and Steinberg error filter.
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Fig. 3.3.4 (b) The test images "Lena" halftoned by Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error filter.
The main drawback of error diffusion is the presence of periodic artifacts in low-
modulation image regions, especially in the mid-gray areas, which can be reduced by
model-based error diffusion which will be discussed in a later chapter.
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Chapter 4
Color Vision and Color Spaces
4.1 Introduction
Light is detected by eyes to stimulate visual perception. In 1666, Isaac Newton found that
visible light can be broken into a spectrum with colors, from red through blue. The
corresponding wavelength of the spectrum is from longest visible wavelength (about 750
nm) to shortest visible wavelength (about 380 nm). Newton concluded that white light
was composed of a mixture of colors from the entire spectrum. This idea was contrary to
the accepted view at that time. However, it is the beginning of the experimental color
science research [4.1].
In 1756, Helmholtz proposed a trichromatic theory from the physical point of view.
Thorns Young in 1801 proposed a trichromatic theory that included physiological as well
as physical terms. He indicated that the three primary colors are red, yellow, and blue.
The statement embodies all of the important ideas of modern trichromatic theory for
which there now is experimental support.
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4.2 Trichromatic Theory
There are two kinds of photoreceptors in human eyes: the rod is the receptor for low-
intensity, colorless vision; and the cone is the receptor for color vision. Color vision
depends on the absorption of photons in three kinds of cones (R-cones, G-cones, and B-
cones), which contain different pigments and detect specific ranges ofwavelengths.
Color vision is basically a function of three variables. The evaluation of color from
spectral power data should require the use of three different spectral weighting functions.
In 1931, the CIE standardized a set of tristimulus values (X, Y, and Z) to stand for color
values [4.2]. For non-selfluminant materials, X, Y, and Z can be calculated from
Eq (4.2-1),
X = kJR(X)-S(X)-x'(X)-dX
x
Y=kJR(X)-S(X)-^(X)-dX (4.2-1)
x
Z = k\R{X)-S{X)~z(X)-dX
x
where R(X) is the reflectance of the materials, S(k) is the relative spectral power
distribution function of the light source, and k is a constant. The terms x (X), y(X) , and
z(A.) are the wavelength functions for the CIE 1931 standard colorimetric observer.
For additive primary instruments, such as a CRT, three primaries are red (R), green (G),
and blue (B). The color transformation function is:
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*v
yBj
= M
'X^
Z)
(4.2-2)
whereM is a 3X3 matrix.
4.3 Opponent-Color Theory
In the late nineteenth century, Ewald Hering developed an opponent-color theory that is
completely different from trichromatic theory. The basic idea of the opponent theory is
that the visual system converts signals into (1) a univariant channel through which to
transmit luminance or brightness information, and (2) red-green and yellow-blue
opponent signals.
Psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence suggests that visual perception is
trichromatic at the initial stage and opponent for the subsequent stage. This is the stage
theory. It reconciles the conflict between trichromatic theory and opponent theory.
In opponent theory, the three primaries are luminance (Y), red-green (rg), and yellow-blue
(yb). Different transformations between trichromatic primaries and opponent-color
primaries will be discussed in the following section.
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4.4. Uniform Color Spaces
CIEXYZ color space is a non-uniform color space. This means that the visual
discriminations are quite different even though the color distances are identical, where the
color distance is:
-J.AE = V
(AX)2
+
(AY)2
+ (
AZ)2
.
In 1976, the CIE recommended two alternation color spaces that are more uniform than
CIEXYZ space. One is QEL*a*b* color space:
Z*=116/()-16
Yn
a* = 500-
b* = 200-
X Y
Y Z
^Trf-^Yrf
(4.4.1)
where fit) =
16
7-787,+TTi
tm 0.008856 < f < 1
0 < t < 0.008856
The other is CIEL*u*v*:
L*
=
( Y V'3
116 -16 Y/Yn> 008856
\Yn)
903.3 Y/Yn< 0.008856
u* = 13L\u'-un')
v* = 13r(v'-0
where
u'
= 4 X /( X + 15 Y + 3 Z),
v'
= 9 Y / (X + 15 Y + 3 Z).
(4.4.2)
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The * in L*, a*, b*, u*, and v* will be omitted hereafter.
The color space chosen for vector error diffusion has a significant effect on the accuracy
for color reproduction. Error diffusion in different color spaces will be analyzed in the
following chapter.
Color matching is linear in CIEXYZ space. Since the transform fromXYZ to Lab or Luv
is not linear, colormatching is not linear in uniform color spaces CIELab and CIELuv.
The transformation between XYZ and RGB in Eq.(4.2.2) is linear, therefore color
matching in RGB space also is linear. Linear operations (e.g., convolution) can be
performed in RGB and XYZ spaces, but cannot be performed directly in the non-linear
color spaces CIELab and CIELuv.
To apply linear operations in color image halftoning, different linear color spaces were
developed and tested. Flohr and Kolpatzik [4.3] modified CIELab into a linearized color
space YyCxCz:
Yy=U6-\-
(4.4.3)Cx = 500{-
\Xn Ynj
Cz = 200
(Y If
Zn^
Allebach and Flohr [4.4] developed another similar color space which is referred to as
YCCaf^
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116 Y 184
Yy = +
3 Yn 3
500fX Y\
Cx =
3
200
Cz = -
yXn Ynj
(Y__Z}
KYn Zn
(4.4.4)
The Yy component is the luminance channel, and Cx and Cz are the chromatic opponent
components. The constants were chosen to make the color spaces as uniform as possible.
Flohr and Allebach argued that CIELab color space is based on color matching
experiments conducted with relatively large color patches, thus it is appropriate only for
low spatial frequencies. Another benefit of these two models compared with CIEXYZ
and RGB color space is that they maintain the white point adaptation.
Fig. 4.4.1 shows the luminance components, the L ofCIELab, the Yy of Eq.(4.4.3) and
Eq. (4.4.4) as functions of Y. The Yy should be linear and fit to the L curve as closely as
possible. Another function
Y
Y, =50 + 50L Yn
also is plotted, where the constant 50 was chosen to make YL fit L curve closely.
Therefore, another linearized color space is developed in Eq. (4.4.5) which is called YCCZ
in this paper and which will be tested in Chapter 5.
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120
Y Component
Fig. 4.4.1 A comparison of luminance components among different color spaces: L of
CIELab,, Yys of Eqs(4.4.3-5). Y is the component ofY in CIEXYZ, L is the component
ofL in CIELab, Ll is the component of Yy in Eq.(4.4.3),.L2 is the component of Yy in
Eq.(4.4.4), and L3 is the component of YL in Eq.(4.4.5).
Y, =50 + 50Yn
( xC = 250
FA
Cb = 100
^Xn Yn J
'Y Z^
(4.4.5)
Yn Zn
Constants in the equation are chosen to approximately preserve the relative weighting of
the color components in CIELab.
Eqs(4.4. 1 - 5) are considered opponent color spaces. Another opponent color space,
shown in Eq.(4.4.6), is also a color space to separate the luminance component from
chroma components [4.5].
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^
rg
{yb
=
B'X
'^
\Zj
(4.4.6)
where B =
0.0670 -0.1116 -0.0830
0.0707 0 0
0.0767 0.0049 - 1.0000
The matrix B is calculated for wavelengths
of color stimulus described byMullen [4.6].
4.5 Models for Human VisualMTF
4.5.1 Visual System as a Linear System
Due to the response compression and other mechanisms of adaptation, the visual system
does not behave in a linear fashion. The greatest non-linearity in vision is associated with
changing adaptive states due to overloading of the system with stimuli that are much too
bright relative to the initial level of adaptation. The solution to the non linearity is
requires that the eye deal with only one adaptive state at a time, and to take care not to
overload the system [4.1].
If the system is linear, its frequency response can be tested by measuring the responses to
an appropriate stimulus, such as a sinusoidal modulation. For sine-wave stimuli, the
modulation,M is defined as
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M = /max 7min (4.4.7)
max nun
Modulation of 1.0, or 100 percent, is achieved when Imin = 0. Modulation of 0 occurs
when Imax = Imin.
Measures of resolution quality of a display usually contain the modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the display convolved with the modulation threshold function of the
eye. The modulation threshold function is defined as the modulation depth of a just-
observable sinusoidal luminance pattern as a function of the angular spatial frequency of
the eye. It is generally assumed that the inverse of the modulation threshold indicates the
capability of the eye to observe differences in modulation depth. Therefore the inverse of
the modulation threshold is called the contrast sensitivity.
4.5.2 Luminance MTF
A widely used contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for the luminance channel was
introduced by Mannos and Sakrison [4.7]:
V(/r) = 2.6(0.0192 + 0.114-/r).exp[-(0.114/r)u], (4.5.1)
wherefr is circular radial frequency in cycles/degree.
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Fig. 4.5.1 shows this function which has a peak of value 1.0 at/r = 8.0 cycles/degree.
f (cycles /degree)
Fig. 4.5.1 The human visual contrast sensitivity function introduced by Mannos and Sakrison.
The CSF was derived from psychovisual experiments that employed measurements of the
thresholds for detecting sine-wave gratings. These experiments involved threshold
vision. This CSF must be modified before it may be applied to suprathreshold conditions.
Theoretical analysis and experimental evidence show that the appropriate CSF for this
condition is a low pass filter [4.8]:
'2.6(0.0192 + 0.114-/,.)exp[-(0.114-/,.)11] /,, > fn
Vu = 1
max
otherwise
(4.5.2)
where / andy correspond to x and y coordinates.
The frequency fy can be calculated from the following formula that converts spatial
frequency to visual frequency [4.9].
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/,',='
K
180-arcsin
f 1 ^
4l +d'
V/.a+// (4.5.3)
where d is the viewing distance, fi and f, are horizontal and vertical spatial frequencies
given by
t-l
A'jeV
7-1
A-jV
(4.5.4)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N, A is the sample spacing (printer dot pitch), and N is the number
of frequencies. The units of and fj are cycles/millimeter.
Another CSF modification is based on the fact that visual contrast sensitivity decreases at
angles other than horizontal and vertical. This decrease is modeled by Eqs (4.5.5-7)[4.9].
/-.; =
l-W 1+W
Wj)=rcos(4-d>.f+r
6>. . = arctan
(4.5.5)
(4.5.6)
(4.5.7)
where W= 0.7. This angular normalization produces an effective bandwidth reduction at
45 degrees to 70%.
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The model of the visual MTF at a viewing distance of 10 inches (254 mm) is shown in
Fig. 4.5.2. The corresponding point spread function is computed by applying the discrete
Fourier transform [4. 1 1] and is shown in Fig. 4.5.3.
-10
_10
Vertical freq (cy/mm) Horizontal freq (cy/mm)
Fig. 4.5.2 Modeled luminance visual MTF for 10 inches (254 mm) viewing distance.
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Vertical distance (mm) -1.5 -1.5 Horizontal distance (mm)
Fig. 4.5.3 Point spread function of human luminance vision for 10 inches viewing distance.
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4.5.3 ChromaMTF
The chroma CSF model is based on the experimental results ofMullen [4.6]. Kolpatzik
[4.5] fitted Mullen's chromatic CSF data by an exponential function for both Red/Green
and Yellow/Blue CSF as shown in Eq.(4.5.8).
Vc(fr) = exp(-0.419 fr) (4.5.8)
Martin [4.10] fitted Mullen's data to the curves
% > _Q2664
V^fr)~{ 1 otherwise (4.5.9a)
ri0-0.8347.(,+0.2728)>
X > "0.2728
Vybifr) = \ . (4.5.9b)[ 1 otherwise
where x = log10 fr, and Vrg (/r) and Vybifr) are R/G and Y/B CSFs, respectively.
The three CSFs versus horizontal frequency are shown in Fig. 4.5.4. For comparison,
Mannos'
and Sakrison's luminance CSF is also plotted in the figure. It can be seen that
the chroma CSFs drop more quickly at high frequencies than luminance CSF.
Kolpatzik'
s CSF drops more quickly at low frequencies than that ofMartin. It is decided
thatMartin's CSFs be used for color CSFs. Since the CSFs for both channels are nearly
the same inMartin's equations, one ofMartin's CSFs, CSF of the R/G channel, will be
used as human color CSF. Martin's R/G CSF is plotted in Fig. 4.5.5, and the
corresponding point spread function (PSF) is shown in Fig. 4.5.6.
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Fig. 4.5.4 Contrast sensitivity functions used by Martin and Kolpatzik.
6 -6
Horizontal freq (cy/mm)
Fig. 4.5.5 Chroma CSF by Martin's R/G channel CSF.
Vertical freq (cy/mm)
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100
3 -3 Vertical distance (mm)
Horizontal distance (mm)
Fig. 4.5.6 Chroma PSF corresponding to the chroma CSF by Martin's R/G channel CSF.
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Chapter 5
Applications ofHuman VisionModels, Fibonacci
sequences and Color Spaces in Error Diffusion
5.1 Introduction
Although the error diffusion introduced by Floyd and Steinberg has become quite popular
in low and medium resolution applications, it can produce unacceptable worm-like
artifacts, particularly in mid-gray regions. The errors in images quantized by error
diffusion in space and frequency domains were analyzed in Chapter 3 and shown in Eqs.
(3.2 3.3).
The human eye has different sensitivities for different spatial frequencies. However, this
characteristics is not been applied in conventional error diffusion. As an example, if a
high-frequency negative error below the visibility threshold is made at a pixel with
respect to some future pixel values, should a succession of compensating low-frequency
positive errors be introduced on those future pixels? The answer clearly is no, especially
if those compensating errors lead to visible worms. It is clear that the conventional error
diffusion algorithm should be improved.
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As early as 1973, Mannos and Sakrison [5.1] introduced the vision model into the
encoding of images. The human vision contrast sensitivity function was applied for image
quality control. Visual modeling and quantitative image quality evaluation have received
increasing attention in the last decade. The vision model has been used for predicting the
quality of coded images and for improving the performance of image coding algorithms
[5.2-7].
In section 5.2, the application of a luminance vision model in error diffusion, which is
called model-based error diffusion, will be introduced. In section 5.3, the vector error
diffusion in different color spaces will be presented. Model-based error diffusion with
color vision models in different color spaces will be discussed in section 5.4.
5.2 The Application ofVision Model in Error Diffusion
5.2.1 Sullivan's HalftoningModel
Since a binary image is blurred by human vision, the blur function v[i, j] should be
included in the error diffusion algorithm. A simple application of the vision model is
shown in Fig. 5.2.1. The binary image is convolved with the PSF before the error is
calculated to produce perceived output values. The blur function is a low pass filter, and
therefore attenuates the feedback of the high-frequency components. Thus high-
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frequency errors are not diffused to pixels yet to be halftoned. A complete application of
the vision model requires that the PSF also is used in thresholding, but it requires much
more computation. Analytically, the PSF modifies the error diffusion algorithm [5.8] by
applying the filter v[i, j] in Eq. (3.2) such that
d[i,j] =y[i, j] -v[i,j]*h[i,j] (5.2.1)
r[ij]
Error Filter
w[ij]
d[ij]
,< ( K-
<>
yBJ]
Threshold
PSF
v[i,j]
h[ij]
Fig. 5.2.1 Error diffusion with vision model.
In the frequency domain, the halftoning error becomes
E[m,n] = R[m,n] - H[m,n] = R[m,n] -
Y[m,n]- D[m,n]
V[m,n]
(5.2.2)
where upper-case letters signify the Fourier transforms of the corresponding lower-case
quantities in the space domain.
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Since Y[m, n] = R[m, n] +W[m, n] D[m, n], Eq. (5.2.2) becomes
m i or i /?[m,n] (i -W[m,n])D[m,n]E[m,n] = R[m,n]- - + (5.2.3)
V[m,n] V[m,n]
For images without much high-frequency information, R[m,n] ~ R[m,n]/V[m,n] , and the
error becomes
{l-W[m,n])D[m,n]
E[m,n]~
. (5.2.4)
V[m,n\
The visual blur acts as an inverse filter to shape the error spectrum. At frequencies where
the amplitude of the visual transfer function is low, the error amplitude is high, allowing
error to be packed into frequency regions where the visual system is less sensitive.
According to the vision model presented in section 4.5, the PSFs for 10 inches viewing
distance (Fig. 4.5.3) represented by a 3 by 5 matrix for 600 DPI and 300 DPI printers are
shown in Fig. 5.2.2. The first two values in the first row are set to be 0 since the binary
image pixel values are still not determined.
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2182
0 0 466 325 145
82 216 325 216 82
8 82 145 82 8
Fig. 5.2.2 (a) The PSF for 10 inches viewing distance (Fig. 4.5.3) represented by a 3 by 5
matrix for 600 DPI printers.
780
0 0 466 145 31
-7 8 145 8 -7
-13 -7 31 -7 -13
Fig. 5.2.2 (b) The PSF for 10 inches viewing distance (Fig. 4.5.3) represented by a 3 by 5
matrix for 300 DPI printers.
Fig. 5.2.3(a) and 5.2.3(b) show gray-scale ramps halftoned using the algorithm given in
Fig. 5.2.1, with the 300dpi vision PSF, the Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter, and
the Jarvis, Judice, and Ninke filter, respectively. Compared to the conventional error
diffusion image in Fig. 3.3.2, we find the worm-like artifacts in Fig. 5.2.3 are attenuated
and the image looks better than those halftoned by standard error diffusion in Fig. 3.3.2.
In Fig. 5.2.4, the test image "Lena" is halftoned by model-based error diffusion. Fig.
5.2.3 (a) and Fig. 5.2.4 (a) use Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter, while Fig. 5.2.3 (b)
and Fig. 5.2.4 (b) use Jarvis, Judice, and Ninke error diffusion filter.
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Fig. 5.2.3 (a) A gray-scale ramp halftoned with the Fig. 5.2.1 algorithm, 300dpi vision PSF, and
Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter (model-based error diffusion).
Fig. 5.2.3 (b) A gray-scale ramp halftoned with the Fig. 5.2.1 algorithm, 300dpi vision PSF,
Jarvis, Judice, and Ninke error diffusion filter (model-based error diffusion).
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Fig. 5.2.4 (a) The test image "Lena" halftoned with the Fig. 5.2.1 algorithm, 300dpi vision PSF,
and Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter (model-based error diffusion).
Fig. 5.2.4 (b) The test image
"Lena" halftoned with the Fig. 5.2.1 algorithm, 300dpi vision PSF,
and Jarvis, Judice, and Ninke error diffusion filter (model-based error diffusion).
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5.2.2 Halftoning Quality Metrics
The symbols used to represent an image pixel value in the space domain and the
frequency domain are listed in Table 5.2.2.1.
Table 5.2.2.1 Symbols used in this section
Continuous tone image Halftone image
Spatial domain f.j hij
Frequency domain J- mn rimn
The error in conventional error diffusion can be expressed as
E = J,(Fmn-Hmnf (5.2.5)
in the frequency domain, or
* =Z(f,-hrf
in the space domain.
(5.2.6)
The characteristics of the responses of human eye to different frequencies have not been
applied in this case.
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In the least-squares model-based halftoning, the control error is expressed as
E^Pmn-H^-MTF^ (5.2.7)
m,n
in the frequency domain, or
= !(/(, (5.2.8)
in space domain, where Vy is human vision point spread function, and MTFeye is the
human visionMTF which is the Fourier transform of vy.
Sullivan [5.8] indicated that using
e = (5.2.9)
instead of Eq. (5.2.8) is useful for edge enhancement, and this algorithm also simplifies
computation.
The application of the vision model improves the image qualities for image quantization,
image encoding, and image compression.
In image halftoning, we want to minimize E. Two direct application processes are
model-based error diffusion and model-based direct-binary search [5. 12] [5. 13]. The
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direct-binary search is computationally intensive. The application of the human vision
model shows that the image quality can be improved. An indirect application is
halftoning by a blue-noise mask [5. 14] [5. 15]. This point process can be implemented
considerably faster than error diffusion and other algorithms.
5.2.3 Error Diffusion with Noise Model
In error diffusion, one of the worst visual artifacts is the formation of a checkerboard
pattern with black and white pixels around the half value (128 for 8-bit per-channel
image) area; and the next worst is around the 25% value (64 for 8-bit per-channel image)
area with one on three off, and around the 75% value (192 for 8-bit per-channel image)
area with three on one off (see Fig. 3.3.2). This checker boarding is a direct result of the
error diffusion algorithm. In error diffusion, we have the following step:
if ( yy > Vi), hjj = 1 ; else hy = 0,
where yy is the sum of the original pixel value (fj) and the feedback error.
The checker boarding can be reduced by dithering the threshold value with a small noise.
The algorithm is
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if ( yjj > (128 + noise[-a, a]), hy = 1; else hy = 0,
where noise[-a, a] is noise with the maximum value a and the minimum value -a, and a
is much smaller than the maximum pixel value (typically 255). Anderson suggested that
Fibonacci-like sequences were generated as pseudo-noise since the computation for this
pseudo-noise is very simple[5.16-18].
A Fibonacci-like sequence is defined by
Fn+l = i
1 n = 0
1 n = \
1 n =
2'
K+F.2 n>3
A Fibonacci-like sequence is shown in Table 5.2.3.1. For - 30 < noise; . < 30 , noise is
defined by
E1
noiseiJ=[(Fw-i + Fn-j)%F12]-^ = [(2Si + 4lj)%60]-30,
where i andj are the row and column numbers of a image pixel, % is the mod operation.
Table 5.2.3.1 A Fibonacci-like sequence
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
F 1 1 1 2 3 4 6 9 13 19 28 41 60 88 121
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The halftoning of a gray ramp using Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion error diffusion
and Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion with a Fibonacci sequence perturbation are
shown in Fig. 5.2.5 (a) and (b), respectively. Comparing both images with halftoning by
the standard error diffusion in Fig. 3.3.2 (a) and (b), we can find that the checker boarding
is decreased in the modified error diffusion. The halftoning a test image
"Lena" by above
modified error diffusion with Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter and Jarvis, Judice,
and Ninke error diffusion filter is shown in Fig. 5.2.6 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be
found that that the checker boarding also is decreased in the modified error diffusion
compared with the standard error diffusion in Fig. 3.3.4 (a) and (b).
We also tested a bigger a with a = 60, then noiseiyj is in the range between -60 and 60.
The noise is defined by equation
noise, tj = [(F12 i + Fn j)%Fu ] - -y- = [(60/ + 88;)% 1 2 1] - 60 .
The halftoning of a gray ramp and the test image
"Lena" by using the modified error
diffusion with this larger noise and with Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter and
Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion filter is shown in Fig. 5.2.7 and Fig. 5.2.8. All
images are very noisy. This is resulted from the noise dithering. This result shows that
the range of the noise must be chosen properly.
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Fig. 5.2.5 (a) A gray ramp halftoned using Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion with a noise-
dithering threshold ( - 30 < noise, . <30).
E*l'l^:^.,E
Fig. 5.2.5 (b) A gray ramp halftoned using Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion with a
noise-dithering threshold ( - 30 < noise, j < 30 ).
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Fig. 5.2.6 (a) The test image
"Lena" halftoned using Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion with a
noise-dithering threshold ( - 30 < noise, . < 30 ).
Fig. 5.2.6 (b) The test image
"Lena" halftoned using Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion
with a noise-dithering threshold ( - 30 < noise, . < 30 ).
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Fig. 5.2.7 (a) A gray ramp halftoned using Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion with a noise-
dithering threshold ( - 60 < noise, . < 60 ).
Fig. 5.2.7 (b) A gray ramp halftoned using Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion with a
noise-dithering threshold
(- 60 < noise, < 60).
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Fig. 5.2.8 (a) The test image "Lena" halftoned using Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion with a
noise-dithering threshold (- 60 < noise, , < 60 ).
Fig. 5.2.8 (b) The test image
"Lena" halftoned using Jarvis, Judice and Ninke error diffusion
with a noise-dithering threshold
(- 60 < noise, . < 60 ).
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It seems that the noise is not needed to be added to the pixel values which do not produce
checker boarding, i.e., the noise should be added in the half value area with the highest
magnitude [5.19] and in a quarter value and three quarter value areas with a certain
magnitude and in other areas with smallest values. Unfortunately, as far as what we
tested with Fibonacci sequences, this technique does not improve the image quality.
5.3 Scalar Error Diffusion and Vector Error Diffusion
The common implementation of error diffusion in color image halftoning is scalar error
diffusion, in which separations are processed independently. In scalar error diffusion, the
value of a pixel is a scalar: to process a full color image using scalar error diffusion, the
scalar error diffusion algorithm can be applied independently to each separation in turn,
either in parallel or series.
In the vector error diffusion algorithm, pixels are treated as vectors in color space. At
each pixel, the desired value is compared to each of the attainable output values in a
certain color space, which is usually a uniform color space such as CIELab or CIELuv,
and the closest attainable value is selected for the output. The quantization error incurred
by selecting one of a finite (typically small) set of values is the difference between the
value selected and the desired value. This error is then diffused to various unprocessed
input pixels (see Fig. 5.3.1).
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Fig. 5.3.1 Vector error diffusion.
While scalar error diffusion can use thresholding in the limiting case of two attainable
colors, vector error diffusion typically has at least eight colors from which to choose, so
the cost per pixel is somewhat higher. This extra cost is at least partly compensated by
the fact that all separations are computed at each pixel in one pass. Scalar error diffusion
has no control over correlation between separations; vector error diffusion has full
information about all separations, and therefore can exploit this information to improve
image quality [5.9].
When the attainable set consists only of black and white, finding the closest is simply a
matter of thresholding, and there is no difference between vector error diffusion and
scalar error diffusion.
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5.3.1 Halftone Image Output Device Characterization
A DEC monitor (Sony VRT19-HA) was used as the output device for halftone images to
analyze the color reproduction quality of color error diffusion algorithms. The x, y, and
Y values of the CRT primaries were measured by a CA-100 Minolta CRT Color
Analyzer. A program (see Appendix I) was written in the "C" language to generate 256-
pixel by 256-pixel uniform square area for measurement. The brightness adjustment and
the contrast adjustment were set to maximum. To reduce the error made by the
nonuniformity of the CRT screen, all samples were positioned in the center of the screen.
The surround of the measured area was set to black.
Table 5.3.1 Measured data for CRT characterization
dr dg db X y Y
255 0 0 0.633 0.331 12.1
0 255 0 0.278 0.61 38.7
0 0 255 0.143 0.056 5.22
0 0 0 0.253 0.229 0.12
32 32 32 0.267 0.239 0.79
64 64 64 0.273 0.263 2.87
96 96 96 0.277 0.273 6.67
128 128 128 0.279 0.281 12.3
160 160 160 0.28 0.286 20.1
192 192 192 0.281 0.288 29.7
224 224 224 0.282 0.29 41.7
255 255 255 0.282 0.291 54.8
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The data for three primaries and a set of gray ramps were measured by uniformly
sampling between 0 and 255 (8 bits). The digital counts (dr, dg, and db) and measured x,
y, Y values are listed in table 5.3.1.
X and Z can be calculated by following equations:
Y
X = x-
y
(5.3.1)
Z = (l-x-y)-
The digital counts and corresponding X, Y, and Z values are shown in table 5.3.2.
Table 5.3.2 The digital counts and corresponding X, Y, and Z values
dr dg db X Y Z
255 0 0 23.1 12.1 1.3
0 255 0 17.6 38.7 7.1
0 0 255 13.3 5.2 74.7
0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.3
32 32 32 0.9 0.8 1.6
64 64 64 3.0 2.9 5.1
96 96 96 6.8 6.7 11.0
128 128 128 12.2 12.3 19.3
160 160 160 19.7 20.1 30.5
192 192 192 29.0 29.7 44.4
224 224 224 40.5 41.7 61.5
255 255 255 53.1 54.8 80.4
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Because R and dr are device dependent, CIE colorimetry is used to relate the spectral
exitance to standardized nomenclature relating to color perception. This is the first step
of CRT color characterization. In matrix notation,
^
yZj
v y Y
r.max g.max fc.max
g,max 2>,max
Z 7 7
\ r.max g.max fc.max J
(R^
\B;
= M
<B*
B)
(5.3.2)
or,
^
vbj
X X X
r,max g,max
g,max
fc.max
&,max
z z z
\ /-.max g,max &,max J
^
V^y
=
M~
^
V^y
(5.3.2')
The matrixM in Eq. (5.3.2) is calculated from the data for the three primaries (the top
three rows in table 5.3.2) and the result is
'23.14 17.84 13.33^
M = 12.10 38.70 5.22
1.32 7.11 74.66
(5.3.3)
The second step of CRT color characterization is the characterization of the CRT non-
linearity. The following model [5.10] [5.1 1] is used.
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R =
R = 0
K0,r + Kl,r 1255 J
r, ( A \
*o,+*i.
K0,r + K\,,
V255y
V255y
>0
<0
(5.3.4)
R is the tristimulus value, Ko,r and Ki>r depend on the gain and offset of the video
amplifer. G and B have similar relations. Theoretically,
Ko,r + Kiir= 1.
The offsets, gains, and values for the nonlinear gamma were obtained from data in table
5.3.2 by statistical analysis using the Systet software package. The result is shown in table
5.3.3.
Table 5.3.3 The offsets, gains, and nonlinear gamma values
Ko Ki Y
RawR2 Corrected R2
Red -0.121 1.122 2.280 1.000 1.000
Green -0.143 1.145 2.383 1.000 1.000
Blue -0.143 1.144 2,219 1.000 1.000
5.3.2 Results of Color Error Diffusion
Two test images (Fuji girl and Kodak Q60) were used. Fig. 5.3.2 shows the copies of
both images.
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Scalar error diffusion and vector error diffusion in four color for both images are tested.
Four color spaces are CIELab, CLELuv, YCCZ defined by Eqs. [4.4.4], and YCCaf
defined by Eqs. [4.4.5]. The worm-like artifact in scalar error diffusion is less than that in
vector error diffusion, but the color fidelity of the reproduction is not as good as that in
vector error diffusion. There is no noticeable difference among vector error diffusion in
these color spaces. However, the error diffusion in YCCZ and YCCaf is simpler in
computation. The worm-like artifact in vector error diffusion can be reduced by the
application of human vision model. This will be introduced in the next section.
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Fig. 5.3.2(a) A copy of Fuji girl.
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W&
Fig. 5.3.2(b) A copy of Kodak Q60.
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5.4 The Application ofVision Model in Vector Error Diffusion
In section 5.2, the application of the vision model in error diffusion for black and white
images has been studied. It is straightforward to use the color vision model discussed in
Chapter 4 for improving the quality of color image quantization.
Fig. 5.4. 1 shows the block diagram of the model-based vector error diffusion. In the
starting test, the luminance point spread function (PSF) is used for each color channel,
and the blurring function is used only for the error feedback, not for the decision of
halftone colors. This algorithm is noted as "MBEDlplb". "p" stands for PSF. Only one
luminance PSF is used in this algorithm, "b" stands for blurring; blurring is only used in
error feedback calculation.
Error
AL,AC1,AC2 H=M
RGB XYZ
PSF(L)
?(|) ' Min. color difference^ ' in a uniform color space
RGBCMYKW
A A A
C C2
Halftone
R
G
B
C
M
Y
K
W
Fig. 5.4.1 Model-based vector error diffusion (model MBVEDlplb).
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The second algorithm is similar to the first except that the luminance PSF and chroma
PSF are used for the convolution of luminance channel and the convolution of two
chroma channels, respectively (see Fig. 5.4.2). This algorithm is noted as "MBED2plb".
Two PSFs are used in this algorithm.
Error
AL,AC1,AC2H3-
PSF(L)
PSF(Cl)
PSF(C2)
i k A J
C C2
k
Halftone
R
G
B
C
M
Y
K
W
'
L
'
. Min. color difference
in a uniform color space
RGB ? XYZ -rr/H-V-*\r "
t k
RGBCMYKW
Fig. 5.4.2 Model-based vector error diffusion (model MBVED2plb).
A more complete application of the human color PSF in vector error diffusion is shown in
Fig. 5.4.3. The blur function is used in the error feedback calculation as well as in
binarization. Luminance PSF is used for all three channels (one luminance channel and
two chroma channels). This algorithm is noted as "MBEDlp2b".
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Error
AL,AC1,AC2
-o- PSF(L)
1 1 i k M t
C C2
^
Halftone
R
G
B
C
M
Y
K
W
^f
to
RGB ? XYZ -+/5\ . Min. color difference
in a uniform color space>{\j
*
>k >k >k
PSF(L)
rk
RGBCMYKW
Fig. 5.4.3 Model-based vector error diffusion (model MBVEDlp2b).
The most complicated and the most computational intensive case is that both the
luminance PSF and chroma PSF are used, and blurring are used in error feed-back
calculation as well as in binarization (see Fig. 5.4.4). The algorithm is noted by
"MBED2p2b".
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Fig. 5.4.4 Model-based vector error diffusion (model MBVED2p2b).
The image, Fuji girl, was used to test the four algorithms. The Floyd-Steinberg error
diffusion filter and CIELuv color space were used. The image qualities were evaluated in
the calibrated CRT screen. The psychophysical experiment, paired comparison, was used
to analyze the image quality. Twelve observers, who are graduate students from Imaging
Science or Computer Science, evaluated the qualities. An evaluation form is shown in
Appendix n. The number that the quality of the image halftoned by the algorithm in a
column is better than that in a row is fill in the corresponding space as shown in the Table
5.4.1.
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Table 5.4. 1 Results of the pair comparison experimental
MBEDlplb MBEDlp2b MBED2plb MBED2p2b
MBEDlplb 7 4 8
MBEDlp2b 5 5 8
MBED2plb 8 7 11
MBED2p2b 4 4 1
The quality scale, V, was calculated by the logarithmic function
V = ln
/..j +0-5
N-f,J+05
(5.4.1)
where fy is the frequency that i is chosen over j, and N is the total number of observers.
The result is shown in table 5.4.2.
Table 5.4.2 Quality values for the four algorithms
MBEDlplb MBEDlp2b MBED2plb MBED2p2b
MBEDlplb 0.00 0.31 -0.64 0.64
MBEDlp2b -0.31 0.00 -0.31 0.64
MBED2plb 0.64 0.31 0.00 2.04
MBED2p2b -0.64 -0.64 -2.04 0.00
SUM -0.3 0.0 -3.0 3.3
The algorithm that exhibits the best quality is MBED2p2b (shown in Fig. 5.4.4), the
worst one is MBED2plb (shown in Fig. 5.4.2), and the qualities ofMBEDlplb (shown
in Fig. 5.4.1) and MBEDlp2b (shown in Fig. 5.4.3) are about the same. Although the
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algorithmMBED2p2b make the image quality the best, it is most computational
intensive. The algorithmMBEDlplb creates good quality images with the least
computation.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
Digital halftoning converts a continuous-tone image into a binary image while
maintaining the approximate continuous-tone appearance of the image. However, this
conversion often produces some artifacts in the image. Different halftoning techniques
produce different types of artifacts.
Error diffusion may produce unpleasant worm-like artifacts. Because the human eye is
not sensitive to higher frequencies, only the lower frequency errors need to be controlled.
In this study, the human vision MTF models were used to reduce the error diffusion
artifacts. The luminance MTF used in error diffusion for black and white images was
successful in improving halftone image quality. Another method to reduce the artifact in
error diffusion is adding noise to the threshold value. Fibonacci-like sequences used to
simulate noise were applied to reduce the artifact of error diffusion. The range of the
noise must be chosen properly. Adding a large magnitude of noise to the threshold
results in a noisy artifact. To reduce this noise artifact, we added the noise to the half
value area with the highest magnitude and smoothly reduced the noise to zero at both
ends by multiplying the noise with the function, v(255 v), where v is the pixel value.
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Unfortunately, this technique does not reduce the noisy artifact resulted from the high
magnitude noise dithering.
For color images, the human vision model is more complicated to apply to halftoning.
The algorithm "MBED2p2b" produces the highest halftone quality; however, it requires
the most computation. The algorithm "MBEDlplb" improves the halftoning quality, and
its computation is relatively simple. If one of the algorithms, "MBEDlplb",
"MBEDlp2b", "MBED2plc", or "MBED2p2d", is used, it is suggest that "MBEDlplb"
be used.
In scalar error diffusion, each color channel is processed independently. Such processing
cannot guarantee a minimum color difference in binarization. In vector error diffusion,
the binarization is made by calculating the color distances between the current pixel and
every color primary, looking for the primary point with minimum color distance. To
guarantee the minimum visual distance, a uniform color space should be used. To make
this algorithm efficient, a color space that can be simply transformed from the original
color space (usually RGB) should be used. It was found that halftoning in YCCz and
YCCaf color spaces makes the halftone quality as good as halftoning in more
complicated and non linear color spaces, CIELab and CIELuv. This was a very exciting
discovery, since linear color spaces are very important for color processing by linear
theory, such as edge enhancement [6.1][6.2].
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Appendix A
Record Sheet for Psychophysical Experiment
NAME:
SEX:
DOB:
MAJOR:
DEGREE:
DATE:
The continuous tone image is shown here. A number of pairs of its halftone images will
be shown. Please compare the image quality based on the objectionable artifacts and the
color fidelity. If the image quality in the column is higher than that in the row, please fill
a
"+" in the corresponding space. If the image quality in the column is lower than that in
the row, please fill a
"-" in the corresponding space.
Image:
ED filter:
Color space:
MBEDlplb MBEDlp2b MBED2plb MBED2p2b
MBEDlplb
MBEDlp2b
MBED2plb
MBED2p2b
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Appendix B
A C Program to Generate a Fibonacci-Like Sequence
/* File: Fibonacci.c
Author: Huanzhao Zeng
Date: 5/5/95
Create a Fibonacci-like sequence.
*/
#include<stdio.h>
#define A 28
#defineB41
#define C 60
#define N 64
int main(void)
{
intij;
int out;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen("Fibonacci.dat", "w");
for(i=0; i<N; i++)
{
for(j=0; j<N; j++)
{
/* out = (i*A+j*B)%C;
i*/
out = (i*A + j*B)%C C/2;
fprintf(fp, "%d ", out);
}
fprintf(fp, "\n");
}
return(0);
}
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Appendix C
C++ Programs for Color Transformation
ColorTransform.fi
ColorTransform.C
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/* File: ColorTransform.h
Author: Huanzhao Zeng
Revision Date: 5/16/95
Purpose: For color transformation, color difference calculation.
*/
#include<math.h>
#include "..//limage//Matrix.h"
#include "Crtdata.h"
extern Vector Crtnonlinear( Vector& rgb );
extern Vector Crtnonlinear_l( Vector& rgb );
externVector Crtrgbtoxyz( Vector& rgb );
extern Vector Xyztocrtrgb( Vector& XYZ );
extern Vector Xyztolab( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Labtoxyz( Vector& Lab, Vector& whtie);
extern Vector Xyztolab2( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Lab2toxyz( Vector& Lab, Vector& whtie);
extern Vector Xyztoluv( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Luvtoxyz( Vector& Luv, Vector& whtie);
extern double ColorDiffer(Vector&a, Vector& b);
extern VectorXyztolabK Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Labltoxyz( Vector& Lab, Vector& whtie);
extern Vector Xyztolab3( Vector& XYZ);
extern Vector Lab3toxyz( Vector& Lab);
extern Vector Xyztolab4( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Lab4toxyz( Vectorfe Lab, Vector& white);
extern Vector Xyztolab375( Vectorfe XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Lab375toxyz( Vector& Lab, Vector& white);
extern Vector Xyztolab45( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white);
extern Vector Lab45toxyz( Vector& Lab, Vector& white);
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/* File: ColorTransform.C
Author: Huanzhao Zeng
Revision Date: 5/16/95
Purpose: For color transformation, color difference calculation.
*/
#include "ColorTransform.h"
// Crt digital counts dr, dg, db are transfered to linear RGB values, and
// at the same time RGB are normalized into unity.
* CRT nonlinear transform. Input r, g, b and output *
* R, G, B are scaled to between 0 and 1. *
Vector Crtnonlinear( Vector& rgb)
{
Vector RGB(3);
Vector K0(3); // Offsets for three channels
K0[0] = KOr; K0[1] = KOg; K0[2] = KOb;
Vector gamma(3); // Gamma values for three channels
gamma[0] = GAMMAr; gamma[l] = GAMMAg; gamma[2] = GAMMAb;
for(int k=0; k<3; k++)
{
if(rgb[k] <= K0[k]/(1 + K0[k]) ) RGB[k] = 0;
else
RGB[k] = pow(((l+K0[k]) * rgb[k] - K0[k]), gamma[k]);
}
return(RGB);
}
Vector Crtnonlinear_l( Vector& rgb)
{
Vector RGB(3);
Vector K0(3); // Offsets for three channels
K0[0] = KOr; K0[1] = KOg; K0[2] = KOb;
Vector gamma(3); // Gamma values for three channels
gamma[0] = GAMMAr; gamma[l] = GjAMMAg; gamma[2] = GAMMAb;
for(int k=0; k<3; k++)
{
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if(rgb[k]>0)
RGB[k] = pow( rgb[k], 2.2);
}
return(RGB);
}
/*###**##*#***E4:EEfcE*E*E*E*E*E***#^
* CRT RGB( 0 to 1) is transformed into XYZ value *
****E*:fcEHj:EH!:E*:fc*E***##^
Vector Crtrgbtoxyz( Vector& rgb)
{
for(int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
if(rgb[i]<0)rgb[i]=0;
else if( rgb[i] > 1 ) rgb[i] = 1;
}
/* Brightness: max, contrast: max
double const mil = 23.14, ml2 = 17.64, ml3 = 13.33;
double const m21 = 12.1, m22 = 38.7, m23 = 5.22;
double const m31 = 1.32, m32 = 7.11, m33 = 74.66;
*/
// nonlinear correction is not done here
Vector XYZ(3);
XYZ[0] = mil * rgb[0] + ml2 * rgb[l] + ml3 * rgb[2]
XYZ[1] = m21 * rgb[0] + m22 * rgb[l] + m23 * rgb[2]
XYZ[2] = m31 * rgb[0] + m32 * rgb[l] + m33 * rgb[2]
return(XYZ);
}
* XYZ value is transformed into CRT RGB value *
**1* ** *1* *1* *1* *!* *I* *1* *1* *X* *I* *I* *lIa !*A <L * *1* ** *I* *I* *1* *I* *1* !* A*^^ *i* *4* *t* *I*^ >tr *1* *1* i* &* *A* ^*^ ** J* vU *A* "A* >L- *! !* *1* *1* *1* * *J> *t* ^1* *L- *2* !* *J* /
Vector Xyztocrtrgb( Vector &XYZ )
{
Vector rgb(3);
/*Brightness: max, contrast: max
doublemil = 0.05631, ml2 = -0.02413, ml3 = -0.00837;
double m21 = -0.01770, m22 = 0.03376, m23 = 0.00080;
double m31 = 0.00069, m32 = -0.00279, m33 = 0.01347;
*/
rgb[0] = Mil * XYZ[0] + M12 * XYZ[1] + M13 * XYZ[2];
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rgb[l] = M21 * XYZ[0] + M22 * XYZ[1] + M23 * XYZ[2];
rgb [2] = M31 * XYZ[0] + M32 * XYZ[1] + M33 * XYZ [2];
for ( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
if( rgb[i] < 0 ) rgb[i] = 0;
else if( rgb[i] > 1 ) rgb[i] = 1;
}
return( rgb );
}
* CIEXYZ is transformed into CIELab value *
double forwardsmall (double x);
Vector Xyztolab( Vector &XYZ, Vectorfc white )
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
if( XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else if( XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
double XI = XYZ[0] /white [0];
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white [1];
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white [2];
double X2 = fspecial(Xl);
double Y2 = forwardsmall(Yl);
double Z2 = forwardsmall(Zl);
lab[0] = 116.0 * Y2 - 16.0;
lab[l] = 500.0 * ( X2 - Y2 );
lab[2] = 200.0 *( Y2 - Z2 );
return( lab);
}
double forwardsmall( double x)
{
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double answer;
iff x < 0.0089 ) answer = 7.787 * x + 16.0 / 116.0;
else answer = pow( x, 0.3333);
return( answer );
}
/*******************************************
* CIELab is transformed into CIEXYZ value *
******************************************************************/
double backwordsamll (double x);
Vector Labtoxyz(Vector &lab, Vector &white)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = (lab[0] + 16.0)/116.0;
double XI = lab[l]/500.0 + Yl;
double Zl = Yl - lab[2]/200.0;
XYZ[0] = backwordsamll(Xl)*white[0]
XYZ[1] = backwordsamll(Yl)*white[l]
XYZ[2] = backwordsamll(Zl)*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
if( XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else if( XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
return( XYZ);
}
double backwordsamll( double t)
{
double answer;
if( t <= 0.2072 ) answer = (t - 16.0/116.0)/7.787;
else answer = pow( t, 3.0);
return( answer );
}
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/****************************************************************
* CIEXYZ is transformed into Lab375 (gamma-3.75) *
****************************************************************/
extern double forwardsmallnew (double x, double gamma);
Vector Xyztolab375( Vector &XYZ, Vector& white )
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
double XI = XYZ[0] /white [0];
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white [1];
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white [2];
double X2 = forwardsmallnew(Xl, 3.75);
double Y2 = forwardsmallnew(Yl, 3.75);
double Z2 = forwardsmallnew(Zl, 3.75);
lab[0] = 116.0 * Y2 - 16.0;
lab[l] = 500.0 *(X2-Y2);
lab [2] = 200.0 * ( Y2 - Z2 );
return( lab);
}
double forwardsmallnew( double x, double gamma)
{
double answer;
iff x < 0.0089 ) answer = 7.787 * x + 16.0 / 116.0;
else answer = pow( x, 1.0/gamma);
return( answer );
}
/******************************************************************
* Lab375 (gamma=3.75) is transformed into CIEXYZ value *
******************************************************************/
extern double backwordsamllnew (double x, double gamma);
Vector Lab375toxyz(Vector &lab, Vector fewhite)
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{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = (lab[0] + 16.0)/116.0;
double XI = lab[l]/500.0 + Yl;
double Zl = Yl - lab[2]/200.0;
XYZ[0] = backwordsamllnew(Xl, 3.75)*white[0]
XYZ[1] = backwordsamllnew(Yl, 3.75)*white[l]
XYZ[2] = backwordsamllnew(Zl, 3.75)*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
return( XYZ);
}
double backwordsamllnew( double t, double gamma)
{
double answer;
iff t <= 0.2072 ) answer = (t - 16.0/116.0)/7.787;
else answer = pow( t, gamma);
return( answer );
}
* CIEXYZ is transformed into Lab45 (gamma=4.5) *
j?t j^fc jJ^ ik ilc sfe ifc ifc ^t ^c ^fe ^fc rfc ^tz ^Ic *fc rfc He *fe He rfcA *fe *fe rfc rfc rfi He jfe rfc **k *te rfc rfc rfc *fc ^&c rfcA *feAA *fe *k ^b ^b $z ^fa jfe sfe ^fe ifc ife^ ifc ifc ifc ^fc ^fe ^fa ^fc j>fc ^t ^t /
// extern double forwardsmallnew (double x, gamma);
Vector Xyztolab45( Vector &XYZ, Vector& white )
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
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doubleXI = XYZ[0] /white [0];
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white [1];
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white [2];
double X2 = forwardsmallnew(Xl, 4.5);
double Y2 = forwardsmallnew(Yl, 4.5);
double Z2 = forwardsmallnew(Zl, 4.5);
lab[0] = 116.0 * Y2 - 16.0;
lab[l] = 500.0 *( X2 - Y2 );
lab[2] = 200.0 *( Y2 - Z2 );
return( lab);
}
* Lab45 (gamma=4.5)is transformed into CIEXYZ value *
//extern double backwordsamllnew (double x, gamma);
Vector Lab45toxyz(Vector &lab, Vector &white)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = (lab[0] + 16.0)/116.0;
double XI = lab[l]/500.0 + Yl;
double Zl =Yl - lab[2]/200.0;
XYZ[0] = backwordsamllnew(Xl, 4.5)*white[0]
XYZ[1] = backwordsamllnew(Yl, 4.5)*white[l]
XYZ[2] = backwordsamllnew(Zl, 4.5)*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
return( XYZ);
}
T^******************************************************************^;^.).
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* CIEXYZ is transformed into Lab2 (a color space with white adaptation *
* and linear transformation characteristics). *
***********************************************************************/
Vector Xyztolab2(Vector &XYZ, Vector &white)
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
double XI = XYZ[0] /white [0]
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white[l]
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white[2]
lab[0] = ( 116.0 * Yl + 184.0V3.0;
lab[l] = (500.0 * ( XI - Yl ))/3.0;
lab[2] = (200.0 * ( Yl - Zl ))/3.0;
return( lab);
}
* Lab2 is transformed into CIEXYZ value *
Vector Lab2toxyz(Vector &lab, Vector &white)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = (3.0*lab[0] - 184.0)/116.0;
double XI = 3.0*lab[l]/500.0 + Yl;
double Zl =Yl - 3.0*lab[2]/200.0;
XYZ[0] =Xl*white[0]
XYZ[1] = Yl*white[l]
XYZ[2] = Zl*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
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return( XYZ);
}
/***************************************************************
* CIEXYZ is transformed into CIELUV *
***************************************************************/
Vector Xyztoluv( Vector& XYZ, Vector& white )
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
double dl = XYZ[0] + 15.0 * XYZ[1] + 3.0 * XYZ[2];
iff dl != 0){
double dn = white[0] + 15.0 * white [1] + 3.0 * white [2];
double ul = 4.0 * XYZ[0] / dl;
double vl = 9.0 * XYZ[1] / dl;
double un = 4.0 * white [0] / dn;
double vn = 9.0 * white [1] / dn;
double yl = XYZ[1] /white[l];
iff yl >= 0.0089)
lab[0] = 116.0 * pow(yl, 0.3333) - 16.0;
else lab[0] = 903 * yl;
lab[l] = 13.0 * lab[0] * ( ul - un );
lab[2] = 13.0 * lab[0] * ( vl - vn );
}
return( lab);
}
/*!- mj* *je> *1* je> -J* *! *A* *1* *j> *1* X A* !* !* *1* *1* !* "J* *& *f *lf *1* *1*^^ st ^fc^^^ ^t^^ *&^^^^^ *& *& *&^^^ ^tf^ *4* *i* *4* "4* *4* *4* *J* *t* *i* *J* *I* *t- *I* !* !>
* CIELuv is transformed into CIEXYZ *
***************************************************************/
Vector Luvtoxyz( Vector& luv, Vector &white )
{
Vector XYZ(3);
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iff luv[0] != 0)
{
double Yl = (luv[0] + 16.0)/116.0;
XYZ[1] = backwordsamlff Yl )*white[l];
double dn = white[0] + 15.0 * white[l] + 3.0 * white[2];
double un = 4.0 * white [0] / dn;
double vn = 9.0 * white[l] / dn;
double ul = luv[l]/(13.0*luv[0]) + un;
double vl = luv[2]/(13.0*luv[0]) + vn;
XYZ[0] = 9.0*ul*XYZ[l]/(4.0*vl);
XYZ[2] = (4.0*XYZ[0]/ul - XYZ[0] - 15.0*XYZ[l])/3.0;
}
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
return( XYZ );
}
* Color difference is calculated. *
**/
double ColorDiffer(Vector& a, Vector& b)
{
double deltaE;
deltaE = pow((a[0] - b[0]), 2.0) + pow((a[l] - b[l]), 2.0) + pow((a[2] - b[2])
, 2.0);
return(deltaE);
}
/***********************************************************************
sfc ifc SEf ife sfe HeA
* CIEXYZ is transformed into Labl( a space with white adaptation and
linear *
* transform. *
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************************************************************************
******/
Vector XyztolabKVector &XYZ, Vector &white)
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
Vector lab(3);
double XI = XYZ[0] /white [0];
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white [1];
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white [2];
lab[0] = 50.0 * Yl + 50.0;
lab[l] = 250.0 * ( XI - Yl );
lab[2] = 100.0 * ( Yl - Zl );
return( lab);
}
* Labi is transformed into CIEXYZ *
Vector Labltoxyz(Vector &lab, Vector &white)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = lab[0]/50.0 - 1.0;
double XI = lab[l]/250.0 + Yl;
double Zl = Yl - lab[2]/100.0;
XYZ[0] = XI * white [0]
XYZ[1] = Yl * white [1]
XYZ [2] = Zl*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
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return( XYZ );
}
/***********************************************************************
* CIEXYZ is transformed into Lab3( a space with a luminance and two
colors) *
I* *t*P ! *FP /
Vector Xyztolab3(Vector &XYZ)
{
Vector lab(3);
lab[0] = 14.1443*XYZ[1];
lab[l] = -8.928*XYZ[0] + 7.6569*XYZ[1] + 0.741*XYZ[2];
lab[2] = -0.0437*XYZ[0] + 1.1224*XYZ[1] - 0.9964*XYZ[2];
return(lab);
}
* Lab3 is transformed into CIEXYZ *
Vector Lab3toxyz(Vector &lab)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
XYZ[0] = 0.067*lab[0] 0.1116*lab[l] - 0.083*lab[2];
XYZ[1] = 0.0707*lab[0];
XYZ[2] = 0.0767*lab[0] + 0.0049*lab[l] - 1.0*lab[2];
return( XYZ );
}
/*J> A* *A* *I* ** "A*A *A* *1> *1* "A* A- *A- >l* !* >t* ** ! "A*^ J>^ "A* *L* * A' !* *A* *J> >L* -A* "A* A- "A* 1* A*A/ *A> -A*A/ *A> A "J* *Lr *A *A *Lr *L *L> 1* *A* *1* *A* *A A- *! *L* *L- *J>* *1# *J> -A- A* .J* >J> *I* *A* *J^ *J*/<rj>^ *J* *f*^ *f *J> -^ *T* "T* *T* *T* *!* *T* *T* "T* *T* *T* *T* "T* *T' *!* "T* "I* "T* "T* "T* *i* "T* *P "T* "T* *T* *T* "Is 'T* *T* "T* *T* *T* *T* "T* *T* *T^ *T* *T* *T* *T* *T* 'r* "T" *T* "T" "T* "T* "T* ^* *T* *f* "T^ *I*^ T^ "T* ** *J> n> *>> ^1^ *p *p
* CIEXYZ is transformed into Lab4 (a color space with white adaptation *
* and linear transformation characteristics). *
***********************************************************************/
Vector Xyztolab4(Vector &XYZ, Vector &white)
{
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
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Vector lab(3);
double XI = XYZ[0] /white [0]
double Yl = XYZ[1] /white [1]
double Zl = XYZ[2] /white[2]
lab[0] = 100.0 * Yl;
lab[l] = 500.0 * ( XI - Yl );
lab [2] = 200.0 *(Y1 Zl );
return( lab);
}
* Lab4 is transformed into CIEXYZ value *
Vector Lab4toxyz(Vector &lab, Vector &white)
{
Vector XYZ(3);
double Yl = lab [0]/100.0;
double XI = lab[l]/500.0 + Yl;
double Zl =Yl - lab[2]/200.0;
XYZ[0] = Xl*white[0]
XYZ[1] = Yl*white[l]
XYZ[2] = Zl*white[2]
for( int i=0; i<3; i++ )
{
iff XYZ[i] > white [i] ) XYZ[i] = white [i];
else iff XYZ[i] < 0 ) XYZ[i] = 0;
}
return( XYZ);
}
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Appendix D
C++ Programs for the Calculations of
Luminance MTF and ChromaMTF
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/* File name: VisionModell.C
Author: Huanzhao Zeng
Date: 3/25/95
output data for the luminance vision MTF.
*/
#include<iostream .h>
#include<math.h>
#include<fstream .h>
#defme N 64
#define PRINTDPI 600.0 //printer resolution
int main(void)
{
double a, b, c, d; //constant
a = 2.2; b = 0.192; c = 0.114; d = 1.1;
double csf[N] [N] ; //Vision constrast sensitivity function
double fbar[N][N]; // angular dependent correction
double sij; // angular correction factor
const double w = 0.7;
double fij; //radio freq, cycles/visual degree
double distance = 254; //viewing distance (mm)
double disconst;
disconst = 3.14159 / (180.0 * asin(1.0/sqrt(1.0+distance*distance)));
double fi[N], fj[N]; // frequencies in i and j directions
double delta; // dot pitch (inverse ofDPI)
delta = 25.4/PRINTDPI; // (mm)
inti,j;
for( i = 0; i<N; i++)
{
fi[i] = (double) (i-N/2) / (delta * (double) N);
//According to above formula, point interval is delta
for(j = 0;j<N;j++)
{
fjlj] = (double) (j-N/2) / (delta * (double) N);
fij = disconst * sqrt( fi[i] * fi[i] + fjlj] * fjlj] );
sij = 0.5*(1.0-w)*cos(4.0*atan(fjh']Mi]))+0.5*(1.0+w);
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iff i==N/2 && j==N/2) fbar[i]|j] = 0; //fij=0 at this point
else fbar[i]|j] = fij / sij;
csf[i]h'] = a*(b+c*fbar[i]|j])*exp(-1.0*pow(c*fbar[i]|j], d));
}
}
double fbarmax; //point for max csf
double tmp = 0;
for( i = N/2; i<N; i++)
{
for(j=N/2;j<N;j++)
{
iff tmp < csf[i] [j] )
{
tmp = csf[i]Fj];
fbarmax = fbar[i][j];
}
}
}
coutfbarmaxendl;
double v[N][N];
for( i = 0; i<N; i++)
{
for(j = 0;j<N;j++)
{
iff fabs(fbar[i]|j]) < fbarmax ) v[i]|j] = 1.0;
else v[i]|j] = csf[i]h'];
1
}
ofstream
outputfile("Vmodell.dat", ios::out);
fori i = 0; i<N; i++)
{
for(j = 0;j<N;j++)
{
outputfile fi[i] " "
m"
v[i] [j] endl;
}
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}}
outputfile.closeO;
return(O);
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/* File name: Vcolorl.C
Author: Huanzhao Zeng
DATE: 4/8/95
MTF for red/green and yellow/blue is calculated
Ref: SPIE 1666, 1992, pp 336-342.
Since the models for r/g and y/b are nearly the same, only the r/g
is calculated for color MTF.
*/
#include<iostream .h>
#include<math.h>
#defme N 64
#define PRINTDPI 300.0 //printer resolution
int main(void)
{
double MTF[N] [N]; //red/green and yellow/blue MTF
double fbar[N][N];
double sij; // angular correction factor
double fij; // radio freq, cycles per visual degree
double distance = 254; // viewing distance (mm)
double disconst;
disconst = 3.14159 / (180.0 * asin(1.0/sqrt(1.0+distance*distance)));
double fi[N], fj[N]; // frequencies in i and j directions
double delta; // dot pitch (inverse ofDPI)
delta = 25.4/PRINTDPI; // (mm)
const double w = 0.7;
inti,j;
double logfbar, exp;
fori i = 0; i<N; i++)
{
fi[i] = (double) (i - N/2) / (delta * (double) N);
for(j = 0;j<N;j++)
{
fjlj] = (double) (j - N/2) / (delta * (double) N);
fij = disconst * sqrt( fi[i] * fi[i] + fjlj]
* fjlj] );
// sij = 0.5*(1.0-w)*cos(4.0*atan(hWi[i]))+0.5*(1.0+w);
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sij = 1.0;
iffi==N/2&&j==N/2)
{
MTF[i]|j] = l;
}
else
{
fbar[i][j] = fij /sij;
logfbar = loglO(fbar[i]|j]);
iff logfbar <= -0.2664 ) MTF[i]|j] = 1.0;
else
{
exp = -0.9153*pow((logfbar + 0.2664), 2.0);
MTF[i]|j] = powdO.O, exp);
}
}
coutfi[i]""fj|j] "MTF[i]|j]endl;
}
}
return(O);
}
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